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Abstracts !
Panel 1: Large Technological Localities !
James M. Morgan (History, University of  Ottawa): “Boundaries are not binary” 
 Boundaries are not binary. They are not definitive lines separating one political jurisdiction          
from another. Infrastructure or industrial works that are concentrated along boundaries or that cross 
them demonstrate not only their permeability, but also how they are malleable to the point of  
becoming distinct localities unto themselves. Regulatory constructs and technological influences 
from jurisdictions meet at a connection point to establish these distinct localities. 
 Major hydroelectric developments located on the boundary between Canada and the United          
States along the St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers, and along the Ottawa River between Quebec and 
Ontario strongly help to define these boundary areas as distinct localities. This paper will 
demonstrate how selected hydroelectric developments and associated transmission lines constructed 
in these particular boundary areas between 1900 and 1960 have contributed to these border regions 
becoming distinct localities of  their own. 
 Government regulations and intergovernmental agreements actually enable these distinct          
localities to exist technologically and spatially. Legislation and regulations influence how 
hydroelectric projects located on boundaries take shape. Intergovernmental agreements seek to 
mediate differences between jurisdictions. A 1916 Ontario law compelled private power producers at 
Niagara Falls to sell most of  their output to Ontario Hydro rather than to the United States. 
Legislation passed by both Quebec and Ontario in 1943 divided land on both sides of  the Ottawa 
River for the construction of  hydroelectric dams. And in the 1950s, Canada and the USA reached 
international agreements to make possible the construction of  major hydroelectric projects on the 
St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers. Electrical technologies exclusive to separate jurisdictions also 
contribute to the establishment of  these distinct localities. Quebec has transmission lines carrying 
730 kilovolts AC, and 450 kilovolts DC across its boundaries with the United States. These voltages 
are changed or modified in frequency at or near where they cross the border. It is the meeting of  
these different technologies at boundaries that strongly contribute to the unique technological 
character of  these distinct localities. 
 Primary sources for this paper include archival documents from the jurisdictions and utilities          
affected. Secondary documents include those discussing the history of  electrical power systems and 
transnational history. !
Edward Fenner (Science and Technology Studies, York University): “No Clean Room Required. 
Developing and Manufacturing Robert J. Van de Graaff's Electrostatic Particle Accelerators for Science and Profit in 
the American Northeast” 
 In 1946, High Voltage Engineering Corporation began formally manufacturing electrostatic          
particle accelerators in a “terribly dirty, filthy garage” a few blocks from MIT. Later, they moved to a 
proper factory in the Route 128 high-tech region. HVEC would go on to produce over 500 
accelerators and for a time was the world's leading manufacturer of  this technology. Pioneering 
American physicist Robert J. Van de Graaff's eponymous generator (accelerator) was the core 
technology of  HVEC and he was its chief  scientist. Van de Graaff's location played a key role in the 
development and success of  the technology and the corporation that followed. Princeton, New 
York, Boston, Cambridge, Dartmouth (Round Hill), and Washington, DC were all important locales. 
From university laboratories to beachside airship hangars to a sprawling manufacturing plant, I argue 
that the evolution of  these accelerators contributed to the change of  their localities but also to local 
and national economies, policies, and relationships between universities, government, industry, and 
the military – particularly in the administration of  funding, contracts, and research & development 
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during the 1930s and 1940s. I will describe how this technology developed, who were the parties 
involved, why it was important, and why, in 1933, the Tennessee Valley Authority influenced things 
to come in Massachusetts over the next dozen years. In both cases, Van de Graaff  and his 
technology was at the heart of  significant change in the way MIT, industry, and the U.S. 
Government co-operated. I will also investigate how this local network of  institutions and 
organizations interacted, influenced each other, and contributed to birth the military-industrial 
complex. 
 Using ephemera from the estate of  Robert J. Van de Graaff, the Smithsonian Institution          
Archives, the National Museum of  American History Library, previously- unheard recordings with 
his associates, oral histories from the American Institute of  Physics, and other research, I intend to 
demonstrate how Van de Graaff's technology and scientific entrepreneurship was instrumental in 
changing academic and government policies and in nurturing high-tech venture capitalism. !
Aaron Wright (IHPST, University of  Toronto): “Space/Time/Physics: Transnational networks of  exchange 
and the ontology of  space-time” 
 Technologies of  communication are often described as annihilating space and time. The 
telegraph, the railway, the internet. This paper considers an episode in the history of  physics in 
which our understanding of  space, time, and matter were in flux. This “episode’" was dispersed, 
existing among a correspondence network spanning Britain, Europe and the USSR. In one sense, 
the space between these actors was annihilated by the technologies of  the post. In another sense, the 
post allowed the creation of  an intellectual space stretching across the continent, transgressing 
national boundaries. At the same time, the elite physicists engaged in conversation within this space 
were reconsidering the nature of  space and time. Centred around the figure of  Paul Dirac, this 
network interrogated fundamental notions of  reality. Did we live in not four, but five dimensions, 
Oskar Klein asked, through Niels Bohr? Empty space was not empty, but a teeming sea of  infinite 
particles, posited Dirac. Could difficulties in this theory be accounted for by quantizing space and 
time itself  asked Dmitry Iwanenko? I cast this episode not as a controversy in the sense of  STS, but 
rather as a moment of  indecision, when our fundamental concepts were at play. The space through 
which these ideas were thought was not empty, not annihilated, but teeming with activity. !!
Panel 2: Education & Pedagogies of  Locality !
Mariya Boyko (IHPST, University of  Toronto): “Defusing the location based differences in school education 
during the Mathematics Curriculum Reform in the USSR (1960s, 1970s)” 
 During the 1960s the USSR faced a major education reform initiated by the Soviet 
government. The goals of  the reforms were to bridge the gap between the school curriculum and 
the professional skills that were essential at various workplaces and to reinforce the equality of  
educational opportunities for students of  all socio-economic classes all over the USSR.  Andrei 
Kolmogorov, professor of  mathematics at Moscow State University, was involved in restructuring 
the mathematics curriculum and was appointed as head of  the mathematics committee of  the 
Scientific Methodological Council of  the USSR in 1970. One of  his main priorities was an attempt 
to defuse the differences in the quality of  mathematical education throughout the state.  He also 
aimed to provide further opportunities for gifted children who might not have had access to proper 
education in their local schools. Professor Kolmogorov noticed that schools in different locations of  
the Soviet Union operated on different levels and did not offer the same quality of  education for 
gifted students.  For this purpose he formed a boarding school for gifted children from geographical 
peripheries in the early 1960's. Although the official state policy denied the inequalities of  education 
opportunities for students in various regions of  the country, Kolmogorov was permitted to create 
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his boarding school and to continue developing his pedagogical innovations. We will discuss the 
reasons for differences in educational opportunities in various places throughout the USSR and 
explore the details of  the math curriculum reform that were subtly reinforcing these differences 
regardless of  all efforts of  professor Kolmogorov and his team in leveling them out. !
Lina Beatriz Garcia Pinto (Science and Technology Studies, York University): “Unexpected Evidence: 
Relevance, Places, Actors and Forms of  Scientific Literacy” 
 There is a well-established idea that every person needs to have a certain level of  science 
mastery to be able to live in our modern world. Scientific literacy has become the common term to 
refer to this notion of  basic scientific competence. However, the discourse about scientific literacy 
has become successful, especially in discussions about science education in schools, in spite of  the 
almost pervasive lack of  empirical evidence. An undesirable situation, arisen under extreme, vile and 
execrable conditions, that is, when people have been deprived of  their liberty for extended periods 
of  time, might provide us some clues to sharpen our definition of  scientific literacy, understand its 
relevance in terms of  citizenship, and reveal new places, forms and actors involved in that 
pedagogical process. This paper analyzes the case of  people who recovered their freedom after 
being kidnapped for several years in the context of  the Colombian armed conflict. Once in freedom, 
they experienced the lack of  a kind of  scientific literacy most of  us take for granted, and therefore 
had to go through a process of  technological upgrading to be able to live in today's world and 
operate as citizens within the society they were re-joining. !!
Panel 3: Localities of  Thinking, Making & Breaking !
Erin Grosjean (Science and Technology Studies, York University): “Dioramas Come to Life: Excavating 
Meaning in Family Film” 
 In STS, we are aware of  the importance of  actors and the shifting meanings of  both the 
material and the semiotic, but sometimes we fail to extend our gaze to those spaces that are less 
about knowledge making and more about meaning making on a larger social scale. When 
considering a place of  science, such as a museum, there is no end to museum studies, nor even to 
the development of  the nature film that was a byproduct of  the work of  such institutions as the 
American Museum of  Natural History as it acquired and built some its most famous exhibits. But 
what about looking beyond the material or academic world to the fictional world that exists on the 
screen; how about looking at science and technology in the Hollywood film?   
 Using the museum as presented in the family film Night at the Museum as an exemplar, I 
will engage the group in discussing the endless possibilities that popular cinema and television 
presents for turning the discussion about how people learn about and engage with science on the big 
and small screen. They are not just under the purview of  cinema studies, and as Night at the 
Museum shows, even a seemingly innocuous adventure film they can provide endless possibilities for 
academic discussion. I suggest that with the focus of  STS on practice, communication, literacy, and 
pedagogy, the failure to recognize that science and technology are ever present on the big screen 
may be to our detriment. As anyone with some scientific or academic background knows, science 
and technology, among other things, are often displayed inaccurately and imbued additional, possibly 
even problematic, meanings. I suggest that we need to consider the Hollywood film and television as 
a place and space of  science and technology, that persists and changes through time, that is much 
more than fiction.  !!
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Yana Boeva (Science and Technology Studies, York University): “Investigating Making: a STS Approach 
to Hands-on Digital Production” 
 The role of  information and communication in society is increasing rapidly, particularly 
through the recent development of  a large number of  participatory information and communication 
technologies (ICTs). A few years ago, only industrial users had access to digital production 
technologies. Today, the same are accessible to many, and the entry barrier is low enough for non-
experts outside of  the traditional academic and industrial research communities to embrace and 
engage with it. These participatory ICTs encompass a broad account of  activities, from the far more 
traditional types of  crafting to the creation of  high-tech electronics. My PhD research will examine 
the emergence of  the current “hands-on” creation of  participatory ICTs, that is mainly the digital-
driven DIY or maker movement, and open source technologies.  Particular research questions will 
examine the contemporary digital DIY culture from the standpoint of  the STS scholarship, in 
exchange with the academic investigations in information studies and design theories related to it.  
     As a practical activity making does not consistently create new artifacts, but beyond question 
creates knowledge. With the emphasis on practice, Bruno Latour states that science and technology 
can only be understood in action—inasmuch as the process of  making science unveils more about 
“science and technology” (Latour 1987). Makers open the blackbox of  technologies to understand 
how they work, but also to construct new and better versions of  them. Hence, as an epistemological 
practice it evokes the Latourian concept of  “science in action”.  
     Moreover, DIY practices, described through the STS scholarship, yield a profitable method for 
the engagement of  non-technologists in the process of  knowledge-making by providing means for 
“laboratorisation.” Furthermore, they expose new opportunities for critical thinking about the 
construction of  technology by localizing deficiencies caused through design inflexibility, as Langdon 
Winner disputes (Winner 1986). Due to the uncertainty and minor contradictions within makers’ 
intentions and their definitions, concepts of  constructivists theories comply well for understanding 
this technological culture. Some of  these include actor-network theory, laboratory studies, as well as 
social construction of  technology as a method for understanding the importance of  design choices. !
Kasey Coholan (Science and Technology Studies, York University): “Making Things: Finding Heidegger 
in Critical Making” 
 Making is fundamental to what it means to be human. We must make, create, and express 
ourselves to feel whole. There is something unique about making physical things. These things are 
like little pieces of  us and seem to embody portions of  our soul.  
- Maker Movement Manifesto  !
 There is indeed ‘something’ about physical making—something in the process of  thinking, 
doing, experimenting, failing, rethinking, and redoing. It is equal parts empowering and humbling. 
That something might also be the power making space holds as a place where we get the chance 
recover Heidegger’s Zuhandenheit, that is, where we get see things. Critical making, the practice of  
bridging physical creating with the world of  theoretical and conceptual analysis, is a space where we 
can explore not just technological objects but also things. By granting us the opportunity to glimpse 
a ‘thing’s thingness’, critical making permits us to break, even if  partially and momentarily, from the 
dangerous side of  Heidegger’s enframing. Nothing is, or can be, taken-for-granted in making, and in 
this, we gain a more complete picture of  the being of  things. Heidegger claims that we only realize 
things when they break or are broken. Substituting breaking for making, I’d like to suggest that 
critical making performs three important functions that make it perfectly suited for realizing things 
and our relationship to them. One, it forces makers to confront material agency, two, it asks makers 
to break the hold of  instrumental rationality, and three, it brings awareness to the irreducibility of  
not just things but also, the irreducibility of  the phenomenological experience of  being human. Our 
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affinity for making stems from the realization that as a space, making, articulates our connection to 
things. In critical making we gain insight, consciously or not, to the mutually informing ontology of  
humans and non-humans.  !!
Panel 4: Bodies as Localities !
Colby Pereira (Sociology, Queen’s University): “The Super Soldier Suit: Somatic Surveillance and the 
Soldier’s Body” 
 The Super Soldier Suit is a combat weapon being developed by the American Military at MIT.          
The end goal of  this suit is the creation of  a cyborg: half  human, half  machine, as an example of  
American military-technological prowess. Torin Monahan’s notion of  ‘Somatic Surveillance’ will be 
used to illustrate how these new weapons involve increasingly invasive technologies that monitor and 
intervene in to the bodily functions of  soldiers. The Super Soldier Suit features nanotechnologies 
not only in the material construction of  the suit as a defensive system, but also in the provision of  
medical assistance. It does so by monitoring vital signs and providing automatic necessary 
medication or to aids to endurance and stamina. To further analyze the Super Soldier program and 
its implications on the soldier’s body, this paper will also use Bruno Latour’s ‘Actor Network Theory’ 
(ANT) to understand the “material-semiotic” nature of  such cyborg systems. This suggests that 
objects, as part of  a sociotechnical network, are in relations that are simultaneously material 
(between things) and semiotic (between concepts). However, it not only argues that many relations 
are both material and semiotic but also gives agency to the nonhuman components of  the actor-
network. This brings a new and critical perspective to consideration of  the agency of  the soldier 
when wearing the suit and, with automated medication determined by somatic surveillance systems, 
has potentially serious implications for our understandings of  individual ethical responsibility in 
situations of  war. !
Reddisekhara Yalamala (Sociology & Social Anthropology, Dalhousie University): “Subaltern 
Health and Science: Intertwining Technocratic Agenda and Marginalized Sections in India” 
 Viewed as a whole, the history of  health and medicine in India could be characterised as a          
system in which Indian people have been subjected to various forms of  exploitation and abuse. It 
started with colonial and tropical medicine under the British who developed a healthcare system that 
only catered to British soldiers, administrators, clergy and the like, while ignoring the health of  the 
Indian people and excluding them for access. After independence, lip service was paid to “health for 
all”, but ultimately India opted for a private-based curative system, and a public preventative system. 
The latter tended to be dominated by international funders who put money toward neo-Malthusian 
population control measures, or supported large horizontal vaccine programs. In the contemporary 
period, inequality is being promoted under the euphemism of  “Global Health”, a growing academic 
industry that promotes high-tech, for-profit health and medicine in non-Western contexts in which 
Global Health projects range from vaccines, pharmaceutical development, clinical trials, and most 
prominently, utilizing the human genome project. In such a context anthropologists must look 
beyond the institutional approach to ethics to understand how social exclusion operates through the 
rubric of  “health”. Thus, the tension between the technocratic approach towards science and 
medicine, stressing profits and biotech solutions to health problems, and the subaltern scientific 
perspectives, tending to stress egalitarianism and low-tech solutions are explored in this paper. !!!!
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Panel 5: Techno-political Localities !
Matthew McManus (Socio-Legal Studies, York University): “Becoming to Belong: The State as Machine 
and Consciousness as Infinite” 
 My argument is that the notion of  difference has been central to western metaphysics starting          
with Plato. This is what I refer to as the technical mindset. The technical mindset underpins the rise 
of  the modern sciences and has found explicit ideological expression in liberal and now post-
modern philosophies of  the de-substantiated subject which maintain that consciousness is 
effectively a sequence of  nominalistic experiences. Continuing down to the modern era, the liberal-
capitalist state has become a machine responsible for producing and exacerbating differences 
between persons in line with this metaphysical position. It has also found manifestation on the 
emergence of  new digital spaces which may serve the function of  further constraining our concept 
of  the subject. 
 After engaging in a brief  critique of  the contemporary social context, I will present an          
alternative theory of  consciousness which maintains that the essential feature of  human life is our 
infinite capacity to transcend our situatedness. Here I draw on various mathematical and linguistic 
theories, as well as existential philosophy. If  it is true that consciousness is infinite and not de-
substantiated as liberal and post-modern philosophies maintain, I argue this implies that the social-
form needs to be re-oriented around accommodating ongoing processes of  democratization and the 
re-distribution of  resources if  we are truly going to enhance the full capabilities of  human life 
beyond the limitations propounded by the ideology of  technique. 
 Some steps we might take include establishing a rotating capital fund, and gradually opening a          
broader range of  constitutional questions to public debate along the lines of  the Australian model. 
Ultimately, my claim is this points us beyond the limitations of  liberal-capitalism towards a more 
robustly democratic political theory that is not built upon the technical mindset the metaphysics of  
difference. !
Rodney Doody (Political Science, York University): “What is post-technological rationality? The question 
concerning the relationship between science and values in One-Dimensional Man” 
 Questions concerning the relationship of  science to localities are also fundamentally about 
the question of  the relationship between science and values. While this problem is perhaps as old as 
the Plato’s recognition of  a difference between “means” and “ends”, it becomes particularly strong 
with the rising influence of  modern science and technology in the 19th century. This sustained 
criticism of  science which paralleled its growing influence reached a high point in the 
mid-20th century. It was in this context that Herbert Marcuse wrote One-Dimensional Man – a text 
which can be read as a critique of  the supposed value-neutrality of  science. A basic premise of  this 
text holds that the very science and technology which impacts society are also, in turn, shaped by the 
social relations in which it is developed. Thus, Marcuse advanced Marx’s argument that science and 
technology are in a certain way determined by the social and historical conditions in which they are 
developed. Under capitalism, Marcuse argued, science and technology had become an instrument of  
social control. Since modern technological rationality had developed within a framework of  
capitalist social relations, getting rid of  its dominating tendency would necessitate dismantling not 
only the social relations but the prevailing rationality as such. In its place, he speculated, there could 
be instituted a kind of  post-technological rationality. This would be a higher rationality which would 
take explicit account of  life-affirming values in order to preserve and improve the scientific and 
technical ways in which needs could be satisfied and toil reduced. It is here, in the intersection 
between Marcuse’s diagnosis of  the problem of  technological rationality and his proposed solution 
of  some kind of  a new rationality, that we are confronted with one of  the most enduring problems 
of  the modern advanced industrial world: the problematic relationship between the supposedly 
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separate spheres of  science and values. In this year, the semi-centennial of One-Dimensional Man, my 
paper aims to return to Marcuse’s work in order to understand and explain it as a novel attempt to 
overcome the modern boundaries between values and science. !!
Panel 6: Extraordinary Localities !
Venilla Rajaguru (Science and Technology Studies, York University): “The mystery of  MH 370 - A 
case study of  aircraft disappearance in South China Sea Maritime Space & Air zones” 
 Using the case study approach of  analysing recent news reports on MH370, a civilian aircraft 
that disappeared over the contested maritime and air defence borders of  the South China Sea, this 
paper focuses on exploring two critical questions on the public knowledge of  Human Security: i. on 
‘Rumour’ as a deliberately socialised epistemic category in ‘News’ and knowledge production of  
national and international crisis; and ii. on public imaginaries of  national responsibility entangled 
with contestable standards of  mapping national borders.   
 Technologies of  security (and insecurity) ironically have relied on the science of  quantifying 
and standardizing digital maps of  maritime borders in terms of  nautical miles and aeronautical 
zones, which are socio-politically contested on two counts: i. whose notion of  international 
standards are objectified and published as global standards of  national borders; and ii. to what 
extent are maps of  coastal sea borders and air zones objective representations of  geo-political limits 
of  national sovereignty. The South China Sea is one such region where multiple nations who share 
coastal borders compete for oil, gas and mineral reserves from the sea bed, by contracting the 
world’s richest and innovative sea mining corporations.  The region is also one of  the prime security 
regions for U.S defence vessels, and for Canadian trade in defence vehicles. It is a hub for multiple 
national fleets of  naval vessels carrying military equipment and guarding the varied maritime 
borders; and furthermore an exclusive locale for at least one publicly known submarine armed with 
nuclear ballistic missile. In the skies above the maritime region are air defence zones which are high 
powered operational zones for military radar and surveillance systems. The public disappearance of  
civilian passenger aircraft MH370 over such a hotbed of  militarized space raises questions on what 
gets classified as ‘Mystery’; and how the abstract metaphorical category of  ‘Mystery’ itself  evolves as 
a political space for reconstructing technocratic prowess in solving the human security case. !
Sabrina Scott (Environmental Studies, York University): “Local Magic Looking Out: Shaping and 
Sustaining Relationships with the Other-Than-Human in Occult Public Spheres” 
 I examine magic within the context of  contemporary Western occultism, and consider the          
constitution and implications of  an occult public sphere. Eschewing arrangements of  beings on a 
value-laden hierarchy spanning from lifeliness to deathliness and mobility to inertia, many magical 
practitioners assert that all bodies equally exist in the world. Their ontology is horizontal, and is 
instigated and sustained due to the mutualistic relationship building necessary for successful and 
ongoing magical collaboration. Many practitioners prefer to define magic as the act of  creating 
change in accordance with one’s will – and this cannot be done alone. What is important about 
other-than-human bodies is not the extent to which they move or are ‘alive,’ but rather their very 
existence, their ability to be seen, felt, heard, tasted, to occupy space and interact with each other and 
with human bodies. They are actants due to their sheer materiality. Such an ontology and conception 
of  who is included in the public sphere can de-center the human subject and trouble the boundaries 
within binary notions of  subject/ object, animate/inanimate, alive/dead, and human/animal – both 
in the personal practice of  practitioners, and in their mundane lives as workers and citizens. 
 I engage with the literatures of  contemporary occultism, science and technology studies, new          
materialisms, animacy, vibrant matter, affect theory, and object-oriented ontology to present magic 
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as a method of  ontological transformation and eco-pedagogy. The bodily and sensorial aspects of  
magical praxis can make real and concrete abstract ideas about what different bodies can do; magic 
is a medium which can massage its ontological message into the practitioner. I argue that the 
inclusion of  other-than-human bodies (plants, animals, the holy dead, tables, incense) in the occult 
public sphere and the shaping, maintenance, and nurturing of  these personal, localized relationships 
can lead to a consciousness which has the potential to be more respectful of  the multiple bodies 
which are said to make up ‘the environment’ outside of  one’s immediate place, space, and time. !
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